to the long-term care sector (LTC) has led to research and development of sophisticated technology. Seeking to extend this strategy of labour supply is increasingly being met by the introduction of technological solutions for tasks. In many other sectors of the economy the problem of ageism is notably absent in the narratives surrounding AgeTech. This misses significant opportunities for global reciprocity and involvement of all stakeholders can be ensured, resulting in the creation of socio-technical AgeTech systems that are both effective and ethical.
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This presentation proposes a new way of understanding ethical culture in AgeTech as a dynamic and changing set of ethical research, design, and developmental processes and practices. By focusing on dynamics of ethical performance and the values, beliefs, and expectations that underpin them, this approach emphasizes ongoing ethical negotiation of all stakeholders involved in the research, design, and development of technology, rather than as a checklist at the research outset. Transdisciplinary working (TW) is proposed as an effective means to implement ethical processes and practices. By involving diverse stakeholders in the development of shared aims and objectives, ethical considerations become detached from the domain of researchers and become a more inclusive stakeholder negotiation. TW acknowledges that the development of new technologies cannot be separated from the people who design and use them; and the social practices, social norms, and social meanings in which they are steeped.

The co-creation of socio-technical AgeTech systems is a key strategy for creating culture-change in ethical working environments. By involving diverse stakeholders in dynamic ethical processes across the research pathway, meaningful involvement of all stakeholders can be ensured, resulting in the effectiveness and relevance of AgeTech. Subsequently, technologies that are more responsive to the needs and desires of older people, carers, and professionals, and better reflect the complex ethical landscape in which they operate are created. Overall, this presentation offers a new perspective on ethical culture in AgeTech, one that involves diverse stakeholders in the creation of socio-technical systems that are both effective and ethical.